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About Prō ject

Prōject specialises in complete, integrated solutions across the
Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS), Business Intelligence (BI) Applications
and Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE).
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What we do
Prōject has a long and successful history of implementing, upgrading and extending Oracle EBS Applications. We
provide consultancy and training for Financials, Procurement, HRMS, Supply Chain and Fixed Assets, and are the
largest, most experienced practice in Europe specialising in the Oracle Projects suite.

How we do it
We have built a reputation for achieving the results
our customers are looking for, through the quality
and experience of our people and their ability to
work closely with in-house teams. Our credentials
match those of a top-tier company, yet we possess
the flexibility of a niche provider. We believe this
combination is the reason for our continued growth in
a mature and crowded market, where we successfully
compete with larger organisations.

Our flexible resources model is based around a core,
full-time delivery team supported by a resource
pool including key subject experts who contribute at
critical stages of implementation. This model ensures
that our project team builds valuable knowledge of
your organisation and additional resource is on hand
for intensive activities including testing and data
migration.
Delivery manager and assigned core team

We reduce solution costs by ensuring the size and
skill-sets of our teams are appropriate for each stage
of deployment, scaling our resources and applying the
correct level of seniority and expertise according to
project requirements and timelines.

Named resources in key subject areas
Assigned part time to ensure consistency of approach

Flexible resource pool
Allocated on an as-required basis
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